Getting to Know a U.S. Service Member
Grade Level: 3–5
Learning Objectives
Students will:
• Use primary sources to think like a historian to conduct inquiries on a Wisconsin soldier during WWII
• Learn to “read” photographs, using all visible details to make educated guesses about the story behind the
photograph
• Use an oral history from a Wisconsin WWII veteran to gain knowledge about veteran’s service
• Learn more about the D-Day invasion of Normandy and invasion of Japan during WWII, from the point of
view of a soldier.
• Standard SSInq1: Construct meaningful questions that initiate an inquiry.
• Standard SSInq2: Gather and evaluate resources.
• Standard SSinq3: Develop claims using evidence to support reasoning.

BAckground
Included in this lesson plan are reproductions of photographs from the Wisconsin Veterans Museum’s
Archives (archives=paper and photograph based collections). The collection of photographs belongs to
Martin Gutekunst. Gutekunst was a Milwaukee Native who served with the 2nd Beach Battalion during the
Normandy Invasion on D-Day as well as in the Pacific during the invasion of Japan.

Resources
•

Gutekunst’s Oral History Transcript from the Wisconsin Veterans Museum Oral History Collection:
(Caution: some language in these transcripts may be today considered racist and unsuitable. Teachers
are strongly advised to review the transcript before sharing any part of it with students.)
https://wisvetsmuseum.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Gutekunst-Martin-_OH665.pdf

•

Photographs belonging to Gutekunst from the Wisconsin Veterans Museum Archives (See Below)

•

D-Day: https://www.history.com/topics/world-war-ii/d-day

Directions
1. Review the resources given above before starting the lesson. Print or prepare the photographs so they can
be distributed to students.
2. Divide students into small groups or pairs and distribute or assign photographs or groups of photographs.
3. Ask students to study the photographs. Inform them they are to figure out as a group as much information about Martin Gutekunst as they can from these photographs. Remind students to look at all parts of
the photographs including the writing on the back. Students can make a list of these facts and questions
they gather from their photographs and share them with the rest of the class.
4. Discuss as a group, the students’ thoughts about the photographs. Some possible discussion questions
might be:
• What surprised them about the photographs?
• What was interesting?
• What do they wish they could know more about?
5. After the class has discussed their findings and has created a list of questions, share with them parts of the
Martin Gutekunst Oral History Transcript. It may be best to prep only the parts about actual service in the
Pacific Ocean to share what an oral history can look like and how to use it as evidence for research. As a
class attempt to answer any of the questions you’ve listed.

